
Eager – Morris Park Crew, SMF, AO, BFM, CDI 

 

I began writing graffiti in the streets of Albuquerque back in 1990. At this time I wasn’t vandalizing the city but I 

was piddling around with scrap cans that my brother and his friends would let me kill after they were done 

painting. I would often tag along with them after sneaking out of the house and was completely fascinated by 

what they were doing. I began practicing more on paper and around 1993 I began tagging the streets under the 

name Eager. Prior to selecting this name in 93, I bombed under a few other names but this one fit my 

personality well. There wasn’t a wall in town that wasn’t covered with Krylon at this time and everybody I hung 

out with was destroying property. Writers like Amen ROF, Link DC, Dash whom I admired and Shade CMF whom 

I knew were everywhere you looked and I wanted to be all city like these cats but my resources were limited 

based on the fact that I was still in mid school. On top of tagging along with my brother and his counterparts, I 

also hung out with my best friend’s older brother Yellaballs (RIP) who was from a well-known and respected 

crew CMF (Crazy Mother Fuckers) and he chilled with 2ZC at that time one of the premiere crews in Abq. I would 

often ditch class and check out yards with Yella, I was blown away by some of the pieces that I would see by 

Giant, Stack, 2-Face, Petro and Jolt at some of the yards he would take me to. 

 

I continued bombing from 1993 to 1997 pushing the crew SMF which has several meanings but at that time, it 

stood for Stoned Mother Fuckers. And in 1997 I had a daughter so I decided to hang up my tagging hat and focus 

on becoming a devoted father. I took a break from the Graff game, only painting occasionally in the early 2000’s, 

typically a piece or so a year and then in 2010 I decided that I wanted to get back into the Graff game. My 

daughter moved with her mom at this point and I had a lot of time on my hands,  so what better way to fill your 

time than painting a wall with your boys. I began hitting legal walls around the city, slowly moving my way to 

illegal spots again, trackside business, abandoned buildings, box trucks and arroyo drainage ditches. I then 

decided that I wanted to start painting trains as I had a few experiences painting them with Amre, Task (RIP) and 

Petro in the early 2000’s and I remembered how fun it was. I began my train campaign and in the summer of 

2011, I blasted off nearly 100 freights, coining the phrase Summer of Paint. 

 

My most memorable moment painting had to have been during the Summer of Paint (2011), in which Amre and 

I were ready to crush a freight on a Friday night. I linked up with him at his spot and we continued our journey 

heading towards the spot. Once we parked our car, we loaded a few beers and a flask of jack in our bags, along 

with a pocket full of greens and we were ready to start the mission. We puffed the whole mile and a half and 

once we got to the spot, we hopped the fence to check out what type of boxcars was in the layup. We were in 

luck, there was a boxcar that hadn’t been painted on and we toasted to the occasion, each taking a shot of jack 

and cracking a beer. We began to get down on that freight and about midway thru the evening we had some 

additional lighting on top of the full moon in the background. We decided to take a lil break and soak in the 

lightning and thunderstorm that was going down before our eyes. We resumed with the lightning in the 

background and finished up our pieces. We stepped back and admired our work and boom, we were out that 

bitch. I was completely satisfied by both of our pieces as we handled that train properly and to this day that is 

the most benched fright of mine, having been caught in Gallup as it was leaving the state, several times in Cali, 

Philadelphia and a few other locations on the East Coast.  



 


